Minutes, Oct. 30, 2019

In attendance: Anne Clem, Business; Mark Hargove, LAS; Jonathan Fox, CHS; Sebastian Speer, Grad College; Shawna Saad, Registrar; Jenni Keitges, Registrar; Amy Rutenberg, Dept. of History, guest presenter; Doug Jacobson, ENG; Tom Brumm, CALS

No minutes available from prior meeting for approval.

MAT in History discussed by Amy Rutenberg. Students would have sufficient courses and credits for the master’s degree as well as teaching certification and endorsement in specialization areas. Program requires no additional courses or resources. No further questions and discussion. Motion to approve made by Tom Brumm; Second provided by Mark Hargrove; Motion passed with 5-0.

Discussion of Dual Listed Courses – Distance Learning. Discussion regarding if a department can do both dual list and offer separately. Conclusion is no. Removal of dual listing is recommendation. Distance learning discussion. No coded designation of a distance student. Anne Clem moves that we the requirements of offering of dual-listed courses be upheld under all course delivery methods for all sections of the course. Mark Hargrove provided a second to the motion. No further discussion. Motion passed 5-0.

Discontinuation of the Pre-Professional Designation General Undergraduate Studies Pre Vet. Tom Brumm discussed. Students are under preconceived notion that this undergraduate path is a guarantee for admission to Vet School. CALS has worked with admissions to clarify for students. Pre-vet is a category for differential education. A decision has been made by CALS not to discontinue and to work on communication.

Process for approving additional graduation requirements for a degree program, e.g. restricting the number of transfer credits that can be applied to the program. Academic standards committee of colleges can review. College can determine what the credits must be that are taking at ISU. Committee concluded that colleges can determine what is required.